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We present the design, fabrication, and initial characterization of a paddle nanocavity consisting of a

suspended sub-picogram nanomechanical resonator optomechanically coupled to a photonic crystal

nanocavity. The optical and mechanical properties of the paddle nanocavity can be systematically

designed and optimized, and the key characteristics including mechanical frequency can be easily

tailored. Measurements under ambient conditions of a silicon paddle nanocavity demonstrate an opti-

cal mode with a quality factor Qo � 6000 near 1550 nm and optomechanical coupling to several me-

chanical resonances with frequencies xm=2p � 12� 64 MHz, effective masses meff � 350� 650 fg,

and mechanical quality factors Qm � 44� 327. Paddle nanocavities are promising for optomechani-

cal sensing and nonlinear optomechanics experiments. VC 2015 AIP Publishing LLC.

[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4936966]

Ultrasensitive measurement and control of local dynam-

ics on the nanoscale can be achieved with cavity optomechan-

ical systems whose optical modes are coupled to mechanical

resonances.1,2 The interaction between photons and phonons

within these devices can be enhanced by optical nanocavities

with wavelength–scale dimensions,3,4 and many recent theo-

retical proposals and experiments have shown that it is possi-

ble to optically probe the quantum properties of mesoscopic

mechanical systems. Applications of cavity optomechanics5

include ultrasensitive displacement and force detection,6–11

optical cooling of a mechanical mode to its quantum ground-

state,12 and optical squeezing.13 Cavity optomechanical

coupling can be both dispersive and dissipative,11 and in some

systems, including “membrane in the middle” systems,14–16

whispering gallery mode devices,17,18 and photonic crystal

optomechanical cavities,19 can have nonlinear contributions.

Nonlinear optomechanical coupling is predicted to enable ob-

servation of quantum non-demolition (QND) measurements

of phonon number,20,21 measurement of phonon shot noise,22

and mechanical cooling and squeezing.23–25 Optomechanical

paddle nanocavities are predicted to have large nonlinear

optomechanical coupling19,26 owing to their fg-scale effective

masses meff , relatively low [MHz] mechanical frequencies

xm, and correspondingly large zero point fluctuation ampli-

tudes x2
zpf ¼ �h=2meffxm. Here, we present a procedure for the

optical and mechanical design of an optomechanical paddle

nanocavity and experimentally demonstrate its optomechani-

cal coupling.

The paddle nanocavity device demonstrated in this letter,

shown schematically and after fabrication in Figure 1, consists

of photonic crystal Bragg mirrors patterned in opposing nano-

cantilevers, with a low-frequency and small effective-mass

paddle mechanical oscillator suspended between them. When

the nanobeam Bragg mirrors are patterned appropriately, the

device forms a high quality factor (Qo) optical cavity whose

optical modes overlap with the mechanical resonances of the

paddle. Below we show how the device can be systemati-

cally designed and optimized to support high-Qo modes de-

spite the large perturbation to the photonic crystal lattice

created by the paddle. We then experimentally demonstrate

optomechanical coupling between a high-Qo optical mode

and both paddle and nanobeam mechanical resonances of a

fabricated device.

FIG. 1. (a) Overview of the dielectric structure of a fabricable m-sized

paddle nanocavity. (b) The FDTD-simulated electric field profile of the

structure in (a). (c)-(e) Scanning electron micrographs of a suspended paddle

nanocavity nanofabricated in silicon.a)Electronic mail: pbarclay@ucalgary.ca
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The paddle nanocavities presented here use the split-

beam photonic crystal nanocavity, proposed by Hryciw and

Barclay27 and demonstrated by Wu et al.,11 as a basis. This

geometry is shown schematically in Fig. 2(a) and will be

described before analyzing the paddle nanocavity. Split-

beam structures can be deterministically designed28,29 to

support a high-Qo even air-mode,27 and the structure as dis-

cussed here is intended to be fabricated from silicon-on-insu-

lator (SOI) chips, with a nanobeam with width w¼ 600 nm

and thickness t¼ 220 nm, lattice constant a¼ 400 nm, and

hole semi-minor and semi-major axes ðRx;RyÞ that taper

quadratically. Tapering smoothly increases (decreases) the

air filling fraction away from the nanocavity centre for an air

mode (dielectric mode) whose optical intensity overlaps with

the low-index air (high-index dielectric) regions of the struc-

ture. Before introducing a gap in the nanocavity center, the

design procedure determines central hole dimensions that

match the unit-cell band-edge with the target nanocavity

resonance frequency xo, and the outer “mirror” hole dimen-

sions to maximize the mirror strength c ¼ ½ðx2 � x1Þ2=
ðx2 þ x1Þ2 � ðxo � xmidÞ2=ðxmidÞ2�1=2

, where x1ðx2Þ is

the lower (upper) band edge frequency of the mirror region,

and xmid ¼ ðx2 þ x1Þ=2 is the mid-gap frequency. Starting

from an elliptical central hole with radii (Rxc
, Ryc

)¼ (28.8,

275) nm, we quadratically taper these dimensions over Nc¼ 7

cavity holes with Rxj;yj ¼ Rxc;yc
þ ðj=NcÞ2ðRxm;ym

� Rxc;yc
Þ for

integer j 2 ½�Nc;Nc� to external mirror hole dimensions

(Rxm
, Rym

)¼ (100, 140) nm. Figure 2(b) shows the hole

dimensions and the corresponding c for each hole in this

design. A gap is introduced with width g ¼ 50 nm, determined

by comparing the band structure of the gap and central hole

unit cells.27 As previously found by Hryciw and Barclay,27 a

smoothly varying optical potential is achieved by matching the

gap unit cell air-mode band-edge with the ideal central hole

dielectric mode band-edge. The resulting split-beam nanocav-

ity is predicted by finite difference time domain (FDTD) simu-

lations27,30 to support an optical mode with Qo¼ 3.3� 106 at a

wavelength ko¼ 1583 nm (xo=2p � 200 THz). This high-Qo

is in part due to the highly elliptical shape of the cavity holes

which resemble the gap.

To create a paddle nanocavity, the split-beam cantile-

vers are separated and an unpatterned dielectric block of

length L with the nominal waveguide cross-section is

inserted between them, as shown in Fig. 2(c). As three-

dimensional (3D) optical simulations can be time consum-

ing,28 parameter searches in two-dimensions (2D) are first

used to target optical modes with high-Qo within a chosen

frequency range, followed by 3D simulations to optimize pa-

rameters. We take advantage of the three-fold symmetry of

the structure to reduce the computation time, as we are inter-

ested in the lowest-frequency TE-like (y-odd and z-even)

optical mode eigenfrequencies. To compensate for the lack

of vertical confinement in the 2D simulations, a reduced

effective index is used for silicon nSi;eff ¼ 2:8 < nSi such

that the eigenfrequencies of 2D simulations roughly match

3D results. Figure 2(f) shows the results of 2D simulations of

the even and odd x symmetry modes for paddle length L
varying with high resolution (�103 points). Qo is found to

oscillate as a function of L, with high-Qo values spaced in L
by integer wavelengths ko ¼ 2aneff for a given x symmetry.

This is consistent with the result of Quan et al.28 for an

unpatterned waveguide capped by photonic crystal mirrors.

In a realistic device, the paddle needs to be suspended

by supports connected to the surrounding chip. To minimize

radiation loss introduced by the supports, they should be con-

nected to the paddle at a node of the nanocavity field. Hence,

we only consider the odd optical modes of devices with sup-

ports connected to the paddle center. As many quantum opti-

cal and optomechanical figures of merit scale with Qo=V,

where V is the optical cavity mode volume defined by the

peak field strength, we focus on the three smallest values of

L supporting high-Qo modes: L¼ 334 nm, 1006 nm, and

1670 nm, which we label as small (s), medium (m), and large

(l) paddle lengths, respectively. Figure 2(g) shows the pre-

dicted QoðLÞ interpolated from approximately fifty 3D

FDTD simulations in the neighbourhood of each targeted L,

for a paddle nanocavity without supports. We find high-Qo

peaks at L values in close agreement with the predictions

from the 2D simulations in Fig. 2(f). For the s, m, and l

paddle nanocavities, as shown in Figs. 2(c), 2(d), and

2(e), we find 3D simulated Qo > 3.53� 106, 3.43� 104, and

FIG. 2. (a) Overview of a split-beam nanocavity. (b) Mirror strength c as a

function of unit cell hole dimensions Rx and Ry. The blue upper (magenta

lower) line shows the tapering trajectory for the optimal (fabricable) hole de-

vice design. (c)-(e) Split-beam cavity from (a) with paddle length L inserted

in cavity volume and simulated electric field profile of the fundamental odd

mode. L set in (c)-(e) to values corresponding to the small s, medium m, and

large l paddle sizes. (f) The 2D-FDTD simulated and (g) 3D-FDTD simu-

lated odd (blue) and even-mode (red) Qo for varying L, showing oscillations

at half-wavelength intervals.
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1.72� 104 for paddle lengths of 334 nm, 964 nm, and

1604 nm, respectively, all at ko � 1584 nm. The correspond-

ing Ey electric field profiles for these nanocavities are plotted

in Figs. 2(c)–2(e) and show that the optical modes are tightly

confined within the tapered hole region and overlap with the

paddle.

The smallest nominal hole semi-minor axes of �30 nm in

the design used above are challenging to fabricate. Using the

fabrication process discussed below, we can consistently real-

ize holes with (Rx, Ry)� (40, 100) nm. To design a

“fabricable” device within this constraint, we designed a pad-

dle nanocavity tapering from central hole dimensions of (41.2,

120) nm, with the resulting hole dimensions and c shown in

Fig. 2(b). As before, we replace the central hole with a paddle

of length L from the m optimized design above, separated

from the cantilevers by 50 nm gaps. The resulting structure is

shown schematically in Fig. 1(a). To realize a suspended pad-

dle, we add 100 nm wide, 1.5 lm long centre supports. The

resulting structure has Qo � 2:34� 104. After re-optimizing

L, we find that for L ¼ 968 nm; Qo � 2:48� 104. The simu-

lated electric field profile of this device is shown in Fig. 1(b).

The mechanical properties of the device, xm in particular,

are also affected by the paddle and support design. Figure 3(a)

shows six mechanical resonance displacement profiles, la-

beled (1)–(6), calculated using a finite element simulation

(COMSOL) of the m fabricable device. Resonances (1) and

(3) are characterized by the cantilevers moving up and down

and side-to-side, respectively. Resonances (2), (4), (5), and (6)

involve the paddle moving in-plane along the device axis, up-

and-down, torsionally, and rotationally, respectively. We

relate the axial motion of resonance (2) to the membrane-in-

the-middle scheme and note that the torsional resonance could

be useful for sensing applications, for example, in torque mag-

netometry.31 The resonance frequencies xm as a function of

support length (100 nm support width) for the paddle modes

are shown in Fig. 3(b), indicating that xm can be tuned by sev-

eral orders of magnitude. Figure 4(a) tabulates meff for each

mode. As a result of the wavelength-scale dimensions of the

paddle, meff are sub-pg, with the torsional mode exhibiting the

smallest meff � 99 fg.

To experimentally study paddle nanocavities, we fabri-

cated devices from 220 nm thick SOI. SOI chips were coated

with ZEP-520A resist, the design pattern was exposed with a

30 keV Raith 150-two electron beam lithography system,

and was transferred to the Si-layer with a C4F8/SF6 reactive

ion etch. The sacrificial 3 lm thick silicon oxide layer was

selectively removed using hydrofluoric acid, creating sus-

pended devices. Figures 1(c)–1(e) show scanning electron

micrographs (SEM) of a typical device (type m). Note that

the measured gap width and paddle length in Fig. 1(e) are

approximately 55 nm and 898 nm, respectively, which are

within 10% of the nominally designed values.

A dimpled, near-field fiber taper probe was used to test

the paddle nanocavities.32 Light from a tunable diode laser

(New Focus Velocity) at �1541 nm was input to the fiber

taper evanescently coupled to the device. The fiber was posi-

tioned using 50 nm resolution stepper motor stages either

hovering above the paddle or contacting one of the cantile-

vers. All measurements were performed under ambient

FIG. 3. (a) Displacement profiles of mechanical modes: (1) and (3) cantile-

vers moving up and down and side-to-side; and (2), (4), (5), and (6) paddle

moving axially, up and down, torsionally, and rotationally, respectively. All

motions are exaggerated. (b) The mechanical frequencies xm of paddle

resonances as a function of support length for the three paddle sizes.

FIG. 4. (a) The effective masses meff , simulated (sim) and measured (meas)

mechanical frequencies xm=2p, and measured ambient quality factors Qm of

modes (1)-(6). (b) Fiber taper transmission for wavelengths scanned across

nanocavity mode. (c) Electronic power spectral density of the photodetected

taper transmission with the laser source tuned within the nanocavity reso-

nance. Note that the step near 25 MHz is a feature of the RSA and is not

related to the photodetected signal.
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conditions. The transmitted light was split using a 10:90 fiber

coupler, with the outputs detected using low- (Newport 1623)

and high-bandwidth (Newport 1811) detectors. Detector

signals were monitored with a data acquisition card and a

real-time spectrum analyzer (Tektronix RSA 5106A) for

investigating the optical mode and mechanical resonances,

respectively. The spectrum in Fig. 4(b) shows the fiber taper

transmission as a function of wavelength when the dimpled

fiber is contacting a paddle nanocavity cantilever. A dip in

transmission characteristic of evanescent coupling to the

nanocavity optical mode is observed, with a linewidth corre-

sponding to Qo � 6000. This Qo is lower than but comparable

in magnitude to values reported for split-beam cavities,11 and

is expected to be limited by fabrication non-idealities. The

electronic power spectral density (PSD) �SvvðxÞ, measured by

the RSA when the laser wavelength is fixed within this line-

width, is shown in Fig. 4(c). Four peaks resulting from opto-

mechanical transduction of the thermally driven paddle

resonances were clearly observed, with frequencies closely

matching the simulated xm of the fabricated structure, as tabu-

lated in Fig. 4(a). The measured mechanical quality factors,

Qm, of these resonances are tabulated. For the measurements

shown here, the low-Qm are a result of viscous damping from

the ambient environment. Considerations for determining the

ultimate limits on Qm due to intrinsic material loss and phonon

tunneling can be found in Ref. 33. Two other low signal-to-

noise mechanical resonances were also observed near

74 MHz, shown in the inset of Fig. 4(c). One peak is expected

to be the torsional resonance (5), and the other a nonlinear

harmonic of the axial sliding resonance (2).17,26 Although

paddle nanocavities are completely symmetric in design and

in theory have no intrinsic linear optomechanical cou-

pling,26,34 fabrication imperfections and fiber-induced dissipa-

tive and dispersive optomechanical coupling11,32 enable the

observed optomechanical transduction. The nature of this cou-

pling requires further measurements of the wavelength and

fiber position dependence of the observed signal.11,32 Note

that for a given linear optomechanical coupling (e.g., due to

fabrication imperfections), meff and Qm, the transduced signal

scales inversely with x3
m.11 This is a likely explanation for a

signal from the higher xm resonance (6) not being observed

(not shown).

Enhancements to the optomechanical measurement sensi-

tivity could be realized by operating under vacuum conditions

to increase Qm by several orders of magnitude.35 Combined

with adjusting the support dimensions to lower xm to increase

the thermal amplitude of the resonances, these improvements

will allow higher signal-to-noise measurements and may

allow unambiguous discrimination of the torsional mode.

These changes would also benefit characterization of nonlin-

ear optomechanical coupling, whose signal strength scales

with x�4
m . This is of particular interest since analysis by

Kaviani et al.26 on m devices predict a quadratic optomechan-

ical coupling coefficient gð2Þ > 2p� 400 MHz/nm2 and a sin-

gle photon to two phonon optomechanical coupling rate

Dx0 > 2p� 16 Hz, well above the rates observed in similar

systems.17,36 We have also predicted that the s and l designs

have gð2Þ=2p of 100 and 550 MHz/nm2, respectively. Future

nonlinear quantum optomechanics experiments, for example,

observation of phonon shot noise,22 are predicted to be

possible using optimized paddle nanocavity devices.26 In

addition to improving Qm, reducing fabrication imperfections

and deviations in device symmetry and increasing minimum

feature sizes of designs to increase Qo are necessary to realize

such experiments. Future studies will also investigate demon-

stration of s paddle nanocavities, whose design was not dis-

covered prior to the fabrication of the devices used in this

work, but whose smaller meff will benefit quantum optome-

chanics and sensing applications.

In conclusion, we have systematically designed and

experimentally demonstrated a high-Qo paddle nanocavity

and observed optomechanical transduction of thermome-

chanical motion of several resonances of this device with

�100� 640 fg effective mass. These devices are promising

for future applications including torque magnetometry,31

nanomechanical sensing,1 and nonlinear optomechanics.
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